REGULATIONS:
1. There will be two Prizes to be known as the Bartrum Memorial Prizes in Geology.
2. A Prize of $300 together with a bookplate will be open to candidates completing at the University of Auckland either the Degree of Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Geology or the Degree of Master of Science in Geology.
3. A Prize of $200 together with a bookplate will be open to candidates completing 300-level courses and a major in Geology for the Degree of Bachelor of Science at the University of Auckland.
4. The Prizes will be expended in the purchase of books or apparatus.
5. The Prizes will be awarded by the University of Auckland Council on receiving a report from the Head of the School of Environment.
6. The nomination for the Prize of $300 will be based on the results for the courses and the research component of the Degree. The award will be made to the candidate who has gained First Class Honours, whose work shows special merit, and who is in the opinion of the examiners most deserving of the award.
7. The nomination for the Prize of $200 will be based on the results for the candidate's courses at the 300-level in Geology. The candidate must have a major in Geology with at least 60 points at Stage III in Geology. The award will be made to the candidate who has gained excellent results in the examinations, whose work shows special merit, and who is in the opinion of the examiners most deserving of the award.
8. In the event of a tie, the Head of the School of Environment shall determine if the Prize may be shared.
9. The University of Auckland Council has the power to amend or vary these regulations provided that there is no departure from the main purpose of the Prizes.

These Prizes arise from a fund raised by subscriptions among past and present students and staff of Auckland University and others, in commemoration of the services of the late Professor John A. Bartrum, MSc, who held the Chair in Geology at Auckland from 1927 to 1949.
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